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ABSTRACT 
Let A he a permanent minimizing doubly stochastic matrix. This paper discusses 
the maximum number of zeros which can occur in any row or column of A. The 
results are applied to reaffirming the van der Waerden conjecture in the cases n < 4. 
The well-known van der Waerden conjecture asserts the following: Let 
D, denote the set of all doubly stochastic (d.s.) n X n matrices; then 
inf{perA]A ED,,} = n!/n”, (1) 
where perA denotes the permanent of the matrix A. In their paper [6], 
Marcus and Newman established several properties of the permanent mini- 
mizing d.s. matrices and verified (1) in the case n = 3. (Later Eberlein and 
Mudholkar [Z] and Eberlein [l] settled the conjecture affirmatively in the 
cases n = 4 and n = 5, respectively, using an approach different from that of 
[6].) One of the results of [6] is that (1) holds if there is a zero free permanent 
minimizing d.s. matrix. This suggests that the study of the possible zero 
configurations of d.s. matrices at which perA is a minimum may prove to be 
fruitful. (See [O].) In this paper we show, under an induction hypothesis, that 
certain zero patterns cannot occur in minimizing d.s. matrices. We also 
apply our results to reaffirming (1) in the cases where n < 4. 
Let A=(aij) be an nX n matrix. Recall that the permanent of A is 
defined by 
perA = 2 fi ajsi, 
6 i=l 
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where the sum is over the set of permutations of { 1,2,. . . ,n}. (For a 
discussion of the properties of the permanent function see [5].) Let h, = 
inf{perA]A ED,,}. Note that 
h, <perJ,=n!/n”, (2) 
where J, = ( l/n)zi = r. A matrix A E 0, satisfying perA =A,, will be called 
minimizing. In [3] it is shown that if A = (uji) is minimizing, then there are 
numbers bii > 0, i, j = 1,2,. . . ,n, such that 
periiA = &, + bii, (3) 
where perii A indicates the permanent of the matrix obtained from A by 
deleting the th row and jth column, and where bii = 0 if uii > 0. (A similar but 
only partly valid assertjon is made in [6]. See also [4].) We will say that rows 
(columns) i and k of A = (c+) have the same zero pattern if Gii =0 iff ZQ = 0 
(Gji = 0 iff (iik = 0). Note that if A is minimizing and rows (columns) i and k 
have the same zero pattern, then 
uii bki = ati bii = 0 (ui,bj,=ai,bii=O) 
for j=l,2 ,..., 12. 
For i #i, we define the matrix Eii = (em);,, = 1 by 
1 
5 if p=q=i or p=q=j, 
1 
ePq = 
2 if p=i andq=j, or p=iandq=i, 
1 if p= q#i,i, 
0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 1. Let 9R+ denote the collection of elemen.ts A in D,, which 
satisfy: 
(i) A is minimizing, 
(ii) PA is minimizing, where P is any finite product of matrices of the 
form Eij with i,i <k. 
Then, if A = (upq) E ?&, the matrix A, obtained from A by replacing aW 
with (l/k)Ek r= lar4 for 1 < p < k and 1 <q < n, is also minimizing. 
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1 1 1 
a 4 z 
1 1 1 1 
8 8 4 5 
. . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . 
g-k+1 z-k+1 z-k+2 . . . 
z-k+1 2-k+’ z-k+2 . . . 







Following [6, Lemma 31, we note that M,,k is a finite product of Eii’s with 
i, j <k. It follows that for A E 2% and T= 1,2.. . we have 
h, =Per(M;,,A). 







Since A= J,,, kA, the proof is complete. a 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that A ED,, is minimizing, and suppose that 
2,. . . , u, are rows (columns) of A having the same zero pattern. Then the 
zytiz x obtained from A by replacing each uj with (l/k)2f=luj is also 
minimizing. 
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Proof The case k = 1 is trivial, so assume k > 1. It is clearly enough to 
consider the case where the ui, us,. . . , u, constitute the first k rows of A. Let 
‘% = {A’ED,IA ’ is minimizing and the first k rows of A’ have the same 
zero pattern}. 
Suppose we can show that EiiA’ E 9 whenever A’ E ‘J3 and i, i < k. It then 
follows that Ci3 ~9& and hence, by Lemma 1, the theorem is proved. It is 
clear that if A’ E %I and i, i <k, then the first k rows of EiiA’ have the same 
zero pattern. For the sake of simplicity we will consider only the case i = 1 
and j = 2. A straightforward calculation shows 
per&A’= $perA’+ fperA’(i) + aperA’(s), 
where A{i, is the matrix obtained from A’ by replacing row 2 with row 1, and 
A[s, is defined similarly. 
Now 
perA’ = 2 $persi A’, 
i=l 
and hence, by (3) and (4), 
Similarly, per Ai,) = &. Since perA’ = &,,, it follows that per El&’ =A,,. The 
proof is now complete. H 
We note that Theorem 1 generalizes Lemma 2 in [3]. 
The following result, which is immediate from the theorem, was first 
proved by Eberlein [l] using different methods. 
COROLLARY. The minimum permanent is attained among those mem- 
hers of D,, which have the property that any pair of rows (columns) having 
the same zero pattern are equal. 
We will say that a row (column) x of the matrix A intersects the column 
(row) y if the entry of A which appears at the x-y position is not zero. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that h,_,=(n--l)!/(n-l)“-‘. Let AED, be 
minimizing. Suppose that a column (row) x of A having k > 1 zeros intersects 
a row (column) y, where y appears h times in A. Then k + h <n. 
Proof. Suppose k + h = n. Note that h > 2. For if h = 1, then A is 
decomposable and hence not minimizing, by [6, Lemma 21. Up to a permuta- 
tion of rows and columns, A must have the form 
1. a11 a12 . . . 
I: : 
a11 a12 
. . . 
A= O 
ah+l2 .” 
I’ . b An2 . . . 






: 1 . . a “” 





h_la12 ... h_l al, 
A”= h h 
h_la12 .‘. h_l% . 
ah+l2 
. . . 
‘h+ln 
a n2 . . . a tl” 
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It is easy to show that A” is doubly stochastic. Thus, perk > &_1 = 






A simple argument yields 
( 1 1-i h-1 (n-l)! n! @_l)“_’ >n”* 
We have contradicted (2). It follows that k+ h <n. 
LEMMA 2. For l<k<n we have 
k-1 (n-k)! g>“! 
(n-k)“-k kk R”’ 
Proof. The asserted inequality is equivalent to 
(1_+)k-l>( ;) k”(n;“kYk, 
First we show that the right side of (5) decreases with increasing n. Let 
Then 
%I = ( 1 ; kk(n- k)n-k n” * 
-&=(l+i)“( nl,g”“. 
Since the sequence {(1+1/j)/} is increasing, it follows that qn/qn+ 1 > 1. 
Thus, it suffices to show (5) in the case n = k + 1. For n = k + 1, (5) becomes 
which is easy to verify. n 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that +=/!/ii for l<j<n-1. Let AED,, be 
minimizing, and let x be a column (row) which occurs k > 1 times in A. Then 
the number of zero entries in x is <n - k - 1. 
Proof. Note first that the number of zero entries in x is <n - k - 1. For 
if the number of zeros in x exceeds rr - k - 1, then A is decomposable and 
hence not minimizing, by [6, Lemma 21. Suppose that x has n - k - 1 zeros. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that A has the form 
a,, **. a11 %k+l ‘** al” 
a21 **. 41 a2k+l -*- a2n 
A= uk+ll ‘** ak+ll ak+lk+l ‘. ’ ak+ln 
0 . . . 0 ak+2k+l . . . ak+2n 
where a,,,~,,, . . . ,ak+ 11 > 0. By (3) and some properties of the permanent 
function we have 
h, + bii = ai; ‘t per Ci (6) 
for i=1,2 ,..., k+l and j=k+l,..., n, where t=k!II~~:ull and Ci is the 
matrix obtained from 
. . . U t%” 
by deleting the i - kth column. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that 
all=a2,=-*. =ahl= max 
l<i<k+l 
Ui,. 
It is claimed that h cannot equal k + 1. If we suppose otherwise, then by (6) 
we have 
bii=bk+li 
for k = 1,2,. . . , k+l and j=k+l,k+2,..., n. On the other hand a,,= a21 
=... =u 
k+ll implies ai1 = l/( k + l), and hence by (3) it follows that (7) also 
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holdsfori=1,2 ,..., k+landi=1,2 ,..., k.NotethatAhastheform 
A= 
a . . . a alk+l ‘-- al” 
. . . . 
. . 
a . . . a ak+lk+l ‘. . ak+ln 




0 . . . o ank+l *-- ann 
(8) 
It is clear that if 1 < p,q <k + 1, then EP,A is also of the form (8). It so 
happens that EP,A is also minimizing. We will show this only in the case 
p = 1 and q = 2. By (3) and (7) it follows that 
per(E12A) = $perA + $perA(,) + fperAC2) 
= +A,, + $ ,$ aliperziA + a2iper,iA 
1-r 
= +A, + + ,$ alJAn + b2i) + a2i(h + bii) 
l-1 
=A, + 1 2 alibzi + a2ibli 
4 !=I 
= h, + $ ,$ alibli + a2ib2i 
l-1 
The argument used for A can be applied to show that EP,A also satisfies (7) 
for j + 1,2,. . . , k+l and j+1,2,..., n. It is now clear that the hypotheses of 
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But A’ cannot be minimizing, by Theorem 2. Thus, we have shown that 
h < k. Suppose that h <i <k + 1. Then it follows from (6) that 
for j=k+l,k+2,..., n. It follows by (3) that uii = 0 for i = k + 1,. . . , n. Thus, 
A has the form 
A= 
a , . . a 
a a 
b . . . b 
;3 . . . ;I 
0 . . . 0 
b . . . 0 
ahk+l --- ahn 
0 . . . 0 
b . . . b 
ak+!?.k+l . . . ak+2n 
ank+l 
. . . a WI 
where b= l/k and a=(l/k)(l-l/h). Note that a>O. For, if h=l, then A 
is decomposable and hence not minimizing, by [6, Lemma 21. It follows from 
(3) that, for the matrix A, 
bli = b2i = . . . = bhi 
for j=1,2,..., k. On the other hand (6) implies that the equalities above also 
hold for i = k + 1,. . . , n. It is now clear that we can use the argument used in 
the case h = k + 1 to prove that there is a minimizing matrix x of the form 
. . . a ak+l 
. . . . 
. . 
a . . . a ak+l 
b . . . b 0 
A= ; 
. . . . 
b . . . t, b 
0 . . . ’ ak+2k+l 
. . 
1 . 
b ... b iz”k+l 
. . an 
. . a, 
. . 0 
. . 0 
. . 
ak+2n 
. . a nn 
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A straightforward calculation yields 
A, = perA 
ak+l 
. . ’ ‘k+2n 




‘k+2k+l . . ’ 
I . 




is doubly stochastic, it follows by hypothesis that 
An >ah-‘bk+‘-hk! (n-k)! 
(n- k)n-k 
By Lemma 2 we obtain a contradiction to (2). Thus, the proof is complete. n 
We will now apply our results to verifying (1) for n f 4. Note that (1) is 
trivial in the cases n = 1 and n = 2. In the case n = 3 Theorem 3 shows that 
any minimizing d.s. matrix is zero free. Thus, (1) follows from Theorem 1. In 
the case n =4 Theorem 3 implies that, up to a permutation of rows and 
columns, a permanent minimizing d.s. matrix must have one of the following 
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zero configurations: 
0) 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + -I- + 
+ + + + + 
(IV) 
+ ++ 
+ 0 + 
+ + 0 
+ ++ 
(11) 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + 0 + 
(VI 
+ 0 + + 
+ + 0 + 
+ + + 0 















We will verify (1) in this case by showing that the cases (II)-(V) cannot 
occur. Suppose that A E D4 is a minimizing matrix of the form 
Using (3) we may write 
A + bli = +4per,i,24A + a34per,j;34A 
X+bzi= a14p%; MA + a,perwA 
h+b,i=~,,per~i;,,A+~~4per~i;~A, 
@*I 
where X =A4 and i = 1,2,3. (perii.,,kA denotes the permanent of the matrix 
obtained from A by deleting rows i and h and columns i and k.) 
Let 
% =perli;NA =persj, 14A, 
Yi =per,,;xA =persiii4A, 
zi =perzi,34A =per3+%A. 
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By manipulating the equations (8*) we obtain 
2U,4U,4Xj=h(l_2U34) + U,ab,j - u,b,i + Qbzj, 
2U34U,4 lji = A( 1 - 2u534) + u14b,i - ‘Mb,, + u,b,j, 
2U34U,44 = h( 1 - 2U,4) + U7_Jb,i - u,,b,i + u34b,i. 
(9) 
Making use of (9) and 
3 





ii1 %izi = per3A=h+ b,, 
we are able to write 
2w4A + b,,) = A(1 - 2a,)(l- ~14) 
3 
+ x a,b,iali - a,b3iali) 
i==l 
2u,u,,(X + b,,) = A( 1 - 2u,,)( 1 - Us) 
3 
+ 2 U,,b,iU3i-UNbzjU3i, (10) 
i=l 
3 
+ 2I %Mb3iu2i - u14bliu2i. 
i=l 
It follows from the assumption b,, = b,= b,=O and the fact that A is 
doubly stochastic [the former hold if A has one of the forms (I)-(V)] that we 
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can rewrite (10) in the form 
i=l 
(UN - u14) (1 - 2u,) = 5 u,,&ia,i - uaJ&zsi, (11) 
i=l 
($4 - &( 1 - 2u,) = 5 us‘&Qi - u,,b;ia2i, 
i=l 
where &, = X - ‘bki. 
We are now ready to examine cases (III), (IV), and (V) in detail Suppose 
that there exists a minimizing matrix of the form (III). Then by Theorem 1 
there is a minimizing matrix of the form 
a22 %?3 624 
A= 
a41 a42 %3 
where ali = uai and ui, = ui, for i = 1,2,3,4 and a,,, > 0 except in the cases 
h = k = 3 or 4. From the equations (11) we have 
(u14-u,)(l-2u,)=a,l;,u,. 
Replacing A by its transpose yields 
Since 1 - 2aa4 = uM and 1 - 2u, = Q,, we have 
It follows that 
a14 - %4 = &a,, 
u41--u43= b33a32. 
3a,4a31- 3a,,a,3 = a31 - a139 
150 
and hence that 
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3(a31- %3)(a41+ a31) = a31 - %3* 
We are led to the alternatives a,, + u3i = t or u3, = q3. In the former case it 
is easy to show that A must have form 
1 1 









3 X I-x 3 0 ;+2x 
x X 1-2X 0 
while in the latter case it is easy to show that A must have the form 
l-2y l-2y 
2 2 Y Y 
A= I-2y l-2y 
2 2 Y Y ’ 
o<y<;. (13) 
Y Y 0 l-2y 
Y Y l-2y 0 
Straightforward calculations show that in the case (12) and in the case (13) 






where aii > 0 except in the cases i = j =2, 3, or 4. We may assume without 
loss of generality that b,,, 33 44 b b >O. For, if b,,=O, then a straightforward 
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calculation shows that 
a11 + % % a13 + %I3 a14 + %?4 
2 2 2 2 
A= 
a11 + a21 a12 a13 + CT.3 a14 + %4 
2 2 2 2 
a31 u32 0 %4 
a41 %2 a43 0 
is also permanent minimizing. But A is of the form (III). Similar arguments 
show b,, b, > 0. In this case we have from the equations (11) 
(“24-u14)(1-2u34)= - u24g22u32> (14a) 
(I4b) 
It is clear that we may interchange the indices 3 and 4 in (14a) to obtain 
( UD - U13)( 1 - 2u,) = - u,G2,u,. 
By replacing A with its transpose we obtain 
c”42 - ‘41)0 - 2u43) = - u421;22u23. 
Since Us, Q, g2, > 0, it follows that 
a42 - a41 = u= - u13. 
Using the fact that A is doubly stochastic, we obtain a,, = uD and u41 = ui3. 
Replacing A by its transpose yields us4 = u32 and ui4 = u3i. Similar arguments 
applied to (14b) yield ui2 = u41, u32= Us, u2i = u4i, and ass= a,. It is now 
easy to show that A has the form 
A= 
I 





l-U-0 U V ; 
where u, v > 0 and 5 <u + v < 1. Methods from the calculus show that for 
any matrix of the form (15) we have perA > 4!/44. 
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Next we take up the case (V). If 
a41 a42 a43 
is minimizing, then by (11) we have 
(a34- ad(l -2a14) =a24~22a12 - aJka13, 
ca24- a14)(1-2a34) = a14b”lla31- a24&2u32y 
(u14- a,)(l-2a,)= uJ33a23- a,,&a,,. 
Interchanging the indices 1 and 4 in (16a) yields 
(a31 - a2J(l-2a41) = a21G22a42- a3lG3~. 
Replacing A by its transpose transforms (16a) into 
Thus 
(a43-a42)(l-2a41) = (a31-~21)P-2a41). 
Again replacing A by its transpose yields 
Similarly 
(u34- ad(l-2a14) = (u13- a12)(l-2a14). 
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Using a tedious case by case analysis, we can show that none of the terms 
a,,, a42p a439 %4’ a24F a34 is equal to i. We will illustrate the analysis by 
working out two of the cases. Suppose that a,, = ur4= f. Since uii >0 for 
i = j, it follows that none of the terms a,,, uG, a,, a3 can be equal to f . Thus, 
(l&z)-(18f) below hold. From (18~) and (18e) we obtain 
a12 + %3 - (a32 + ~2~) =2a4, - (a, + a& 
Hence, us2 = a 23=0. 
u4r=; 
We have reached a contradiction. Next suppose that 
and that none of the terms u,~, uB, a3 is equal to i. Then Eqs. 
(18b)-(18f) are satisfied. Combining (18~) and (Me) with the relations 
a23 + %3 =a,+a,, 
and 
%2 + a32 = u4l + ‘43 
respectively, we obtain ur3 = u4r and ur2 = a41. Since u4r = $, it follows that 
u,,=l-a,,-a,,=o. 
Again, we have reached a contradiction. Similar contradictions are obtained 
if any of the terms a 4lr a42P a43Y a14, az4> a3 is assumed to be equal to i. Thus, 
a42 - a42 = a31 - azl, (W 
a34 - a, = a13 - q2, P8b) 
+3 - al3 = ati - a41. (18~) 
a3, - a3, = +4 - q4, WV 
a12 - a32 = a41 - a43, of+ 
a21 - a23 = aI4 - a,. W) 
154 
It follows immediately that 
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But then perA = l/3’> 4!/44. 
Finally, we deal with case (II). If there is a minimizing matrix of the form 
(II), then by Theorem 1 
is minimizing. But 
Thus, case (II) is also ruled out. 
Unfortunately the method used here to reaffirm (I) in the case n = 4 does 
not work for larger n. The failure is easy to see in the case n =5 if we 
consider a minimizing matrix of the form 
a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 
a21 a22 +.3 a24 a25 
A = u31 a32 a33 a34 a35 . 
a41 a42 a43 a44 a45 
a51 a52 ‘53 a54 0 
The equations analogous to (8*) are 
h5+bl,=a,perli,,A+a35perli;35A+a45perlj;45A~ 
A,+ b2j = a15perzii15A + a,per2j;35A + a45per2i;45A, 
A,+ b3i= a15per3iG ~4 + aBper3ii25A + a45per3i;d, 
A,+ b4i= aisper,i: ,,A + a~~er4,;zsA + axper4i;ssAp 
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for i = 1,2,3,4. Failure of our method occurs in this case because there are 
six distinct terms of the form perii.ks , A and only four equations relating them. 
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